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STORM SYSTEM®
- meeting every esthetes need
STORM SYSTEM® from the danish design company ONE A is a complete
and multi-functional system with
elegant light- and smart home products, that aim to create the
finest minimalistic surfaces within architecture
The STORM SYSTEM® meets every esthetes need for a lighting- and
smart-home technology solution that compliments minimalistic interiors.
Through a thorough design and refine process ONE A has created the
pioneering concept STORM SYSTEM®:
The secret lies in the one-size mounting unit, in which the entire product
range fits. The unit mounts completely flush with ceilings or walls in
any building structure. The sophisticated lights and smart technology
products – such as speakers, cameras, smoke alarms, ventilations and
more - are fixed by using a ”snap lock” technology.
By focusing on handcrafted details and using only exclusive materials,
such as aluminium, brass, bronze, wood, concrete,
glass, alabaster and leather, ONE A manufactures a collection of
products, that adds an aesthetic quality to the interior.
The simplicity and flexibility of STORM SYSTEM® combined with the
extremely high manufactering standards creates the perfect merge of
minimalist design and smart technology, to bring visual harmony to
residential or commercial buildings.
The danish design company ONE A is pioneers of STORM SYSTEM®.
Available in two sizes - Medium and Small.
About ONE A
The Danish design company ONE A innovates and produces architectural
lighting and smart-technology products with a minimalistic expression
to create visual harmony in any living environment.
The story begins in the architectural lighting company Bjarnhoff A/S –
founded by Jan Bjarnhoff in 1998. Throughout the years of
providing exclusive lighting solutions in various unique private homes
and public institutions, Jan and his team found a need for smart-home
technology products that could complement the lighting solutions
without compromising the overall minimalistic expression.
Realizing there was an inconsistency the desire arose to design a
solution embracing both light and smart-home technology in a uniform
system. Thus, in 2008 ONE A was born. Soon after the company became
known as the pioneers of STORM SYSTEM® - a uniform solution for
lighting and technical products.
Since then, ONE A has expanded into a global player with sales in 40
countries, while becoming the preferred solution for many awardwinning architects, designers, and engineers. Today the product palette
has expanded to include several stand alone products - All still following
a minimalistic design philosophy and the mindset never to consider
compromise as an alternative.
onea.dk
For further press enquiries, please contact our marketing department, marketing@onea.dk, +45 7550 3205
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12HRS & 24HRS
- Obtain the famous danish ”Hygge”
12HRS and 24HRS from the Danish design company ONE A are stylish
portable battery lamps for the quality-conscious customer and will
enrich any area with the feeling of “hygge”
A soft light shines through the alabaster stone, creating the same
atmosphere as a burning candle, without the risk of fire or the candle
burning out. The wireless lamps are provided with a dimmer button –
hidden discretely underneath the base. There, you will also find a small
indicator that shows the charge level. The minimalistic base is made of
anodized aluminium and is available in gold, silver, bronze and black.
When fully charged the lamps provide light for at least 24 hours,
respectively 12 hours. When charging, the lamp is placed in a cube of
smoked oak with a sophistically integrated charger. Multiple chargercubes can be placed in a special designed panel of smoked oak,
ensuring the lamps to be beautifully displayed – even when idle.
12Hrs + 24Hrs are standalone products within the design family STORM
SYSTEM® by ONE A: a range of light- and smart home products for walls
and ceilings. STORM SYSTEM® is known for its perfect proportions,
elegance, extremely high manufacturing and handcrafted details –
without compromise.
About ONE A
The Danish design company ONE A innovates and produces
architectural lighting and smart-technology products with a
minimalistic expression to create visual harmony in any living
environment.
The story begins in the architectural lighting company Bjarnhoff A/S –
founded by Jan Bjarnhoff in 1998. Throughout the years of
providing exclusive lighting solutions in various unique private homes
and public institutions, Jan and his team found a need for smart-home
technology products that could complement the lighting solutions
without compromising the overall minimalistic expression.
Realizing there was an inconsistency the desire arose to design a
solution embracing both light and smart-home technology in a uniform
system. Thus, in 2008 ONE A was born. Soon after the company
became known as the pioneers of STORM SYSTEM® - a uniform solution
for lighting and technical products.
Since then, ONE A has expanded into a global player with sales in 40
countries, while becoming the preferred solution for many awardwinning architects, designers, and engineers. Today the product
palette has expanded to include several stand alone products - All still
following a minimalistic design philosophy and the mindset never to
consider compromise as an alternative.
onea.dk
For further press enquiries, please contact our marketing department, marketing@onea.dk, +45 7550 3205
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JB ONE
Turn the light on, place your phone on the smooth leather
surface and enjoy the beautiful finish of the new JB ONE lamp
by ONE A.
JB ONE came to life the same way as every ONE A product did,
namely through a desire to fulfill a specific need, yet kept within
the ONE A aesthetics and sophisticated design philosophy.
While being a beautiful sculpture in itself, the JB ONE is a
multifunctional lamp. When lit, it creates a cozy atmosphere
providing a pleasant light for reading. Meanwhile it has an
integrated phone charger, encased in a base milled to precision
from a solid piece of aluminium and is available in gold, silver,
bronze and black.
XT Table is a standalone product within the same design family
as STORM SYSTEM® - a range of light- and smart home products
for walls and ceilings. Known for its perfect proportions,
elegance, extremely high manufacturing and handcrafted details
– without compromise.
About ONE A
The Danish design company ONE A innovates and produces
architectural lighting and smart-technology products with a
minimalistic expression to create visual harmony in any living
environment.
The story begins in the architectural lighting company Bjarnhoff
A/S – founded by Jan Bjarnhoff in 1998. Throughout the years of
providing exclusive lighting solutions in various unique private
homes and public institutions, Jan and his team found a need for
smart-home technology products that could complement the
lighting solutions without compromising the overall minimalistic
expression.
Realizing there was an inconsistency the desire arose to design
a solution embracing both light and smart-home technology in
a uniform system. Thus, in 2008 ONE A was born. Soon after the
company became known as the pioneers of STORM SYSTEM® - a
uniform solution for lighting and technical products.
Since then, ONE A has expanded into a global player with sales
in 40 countries, while becoming the preferred solution for many
award-winning architects, designers, and engineers. Today the
product palette has expanded to include several stand alone
products - All still following a minimalistic design philosophy and
the mindset never to consider compromise as an alternative.
onea.dk
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